Abstract. In the problems of image retrieval and annotation, complete textual tag lists of images play critical roles. However, in real-world applications, the image tags are usually incomplete, thus it is important to learn the complete tags for images. In this paper, we study the problem of image tag complete and proposed a novel method for this problem based on a popular image representation method, convolutional neural network (CNN). The method estimates the complete tags from the CNN representations of images based on a linear predictor. The CNN parameters, linear predictor, and the complete tags are learned jointly by our method. We build a minimization problem to encourage the consistency between the complete tags and the available incomplete tags, reduce the estimation error, and reduce the model complexity. An iterative algorithm is developed to solve the minimization problem. Experiments over benchmark image data sets show its effectiveness.
Introduction
Image tagging problem is defined as assigning a set of textual tags to an targeted set of images, and it has becoming more and more important for both image retrieval and annotation applications [7] . In the ideal case, the tags of an image should be accurate and complete. However, in the real-world applications, the tags of images are usually incomplete, and it is necessary to complete the tags of images. The problem of completing the tags of images are called image tag completion [37] . To solve this problem, many approaches have been proposed [18, 34, 6, 17, 35, 14] , but the performance of these works are not stratifying yet. Meanwhile, convolutional neural network (CNN) has been shown to be an effective tool to represent images [8, 19, 20, 36] . However, surprisingly, CNN has not been applied to the problem of image tag completion.
In our paper, we propose a novel image tag completion method based on the convolutional representation of the images and the linear prediction of the tag assignment vectors. We first use a CNN model to represent the images to the convolutional vectors, and then apply a linear predictive model over the convolutional representations to obtain the complete tag assignment vectors of the images. To learn the parameters of the CNN and the linear predictive model, we impose the learned tag assignment vectors to be consistent to the available elements of the incomplete tag vectors, minimize the prediction errors of the linear predicative model over the image set. We also minimize the distance between tag assignment vectors images which have large convolutional similarities. Finally, we apply the sparsity penalty to the tag assignment vectors. To solve argued minimization problem, we use gradient descent method. The experimental results over some benchmark data sets show that the proposed convolutional representation-based tag completion method outperforms the state-of-the-art tag completion methods.
Proposed method
We suppose we have a set of images, denoted as I = {I 1 , · · · , I n }, and a set of candidate tags of these images, T = {T 1 , · · · , T m }. To denote the assigning relation between the images and the tags, we define a matrix of assignment,
m×n , and its (j, i)-th entity t ji is set to 1 if T j is assigned to I i , and 0 otherwise. We have a existing assignment matrix T = [ t ji ] ∈ {1, 0} m×n , and its entities are of the same meaning as T , but it is incomplete. We further define a binary matrix Φ = [φ ji ] ∈ {1, 0} m×n , where its (j, i)-th entity is defined to indicate if t ji is missing, φ ji = 0, if t ji is missing, and 1, otherwise. The problem of image tagging is transformed to the learning of a complete assignment matrix T from I, T , and Φ.
To complete the tags of an image, I, we propose to learn its convolutional representation and the complete tag assignment vector jointly. Given the image I we use a sliding window to split the image to n I over-lapping small image patches,
, where x i is the visual feature vector of the i-th image patch. The convolutional representation of I is given as
where W = [w 1 , · · · , w r ] is the matrix of r filters, g(·) is a element-wise nonlinear transformation function, and max(·) gives the row-wise maximum elements, and y k is the maximum entity of the k-th row of G, y k = max(G k,: ). To learn the tag assignment vector t of an image from its convolutional representation vector y, we use a linear function to predict t from y, t ← f (y) = U y − b, where U ∈ R and b are the parameters of the predictive model for the assignment vector. To the learn the CNN parameter W , linear predictor parameter U and b, and the complete tag matrix T , we consider propose the following minimization problem,
The objective function terms are introduced as follows.
-The first term of the objective is to encourage the consistency between the available tags of t i and the estimated tag vector t i of an image I i . It is defined as the The squared Frobenius norm distance between t ji and t ji weighted by the φ ji is minimized with regard to t ji .
-The second term is the squared Frobenius norm distance to measure the prediction error of the linear model of linear predictor.
-The third term is the visual similarity regularization term. For a images I i , we seek its k-nearest neighbor set to present its visually similar images, denoted as N i . To measure the the similarity between I i and a neighboring image I i ′ ∈ N i is measured by the normalized Gaussian kernel of the Frobenius norm distance between their convolutional representation vectors,
If S ii ′ is large, the I i and I i ′ are visually similar, we expect their complete tag assignment vectors to be close to each other, and minimize the squared Frobenius norm distance between t i and t i ′ weighted by S ii ′ .
-The last term is a sparsity term of the learned tag vectors. λ 1 , λ 2 , and λ 3 are the weights of different regularization terms of the objective.
To solve the problem in (2), we use the gradient descent method and the alternate optimization strategy. In iterative algorithm, we first fix the variables to calculate the similarity measure S ii ′ according to (3) , and then fix the similarity measures to calculate the sub-/gradient regarding to different variables. The sub-/gradient functions with regard to the variables are calculated as
For a variable, x ∈ {T, U, b, W }, the updating rule is x ← x − η∇O x (x).
Experiments
In the experiments, we use three benchmark data sets of image, including Corel dataset, Labelme data set, Flickr data set. The statistical information of the data sets are summarized in Table 1 . We perform two groups of experiments, one group of image retrieval, and another group of image annotation. Image Annotation Given an image, and a set of candidate tags, the problem of image annotation is to predict its true complete list of tags relevant to the image. This is an special case of image tag completion. We use the four-fold cross-validation protocol to split the training/ test subsets. We rank the tags for each image according to the tag scores output of our model, and the top-ranked tags are returned as the tags of the candidate image. The performance measures of Precision@5 and 10, and Recall@5 and 10 are used to evaluate the results. We compare our method to the existing stat-of-the-art methods, including the methods proposed by Lin et al. [18] , Wu et al. [34] , Feng et al. [6] , Lin et al. [17] , and Li et al. [14] . The results are reported in Table 2 . From the results reported in Table 2 , the proposed method outperforms the compared methods over all the three data sets on the four performance measures. This is an strong evidence of the advantage of the CNN model for the tag completion and annotation of images. Image Retrieval Then we evaluate the proposed method over the problem of tag-based image retrieval [15] . This problem uses tags as queries to retrieve the images from the database of images. In each data set of images, we remove some tags of the images to set up the image tag completion problem, and then apply the image tag completion algorithm to complete the missing tags. We measure the retrieval performance by the positive at top (Pos@Top). The usage of this performance measure is motivated by the works of Liang et al. [15, 11] . The works of Liang et al. [15, 11] show that the Pos@Top is a robust and parameter-free performance measure, which is suitable for most database retrieval problems. Following the works of Liang et al. [15, 11] , we adapt this performance measure to evaluate the results of the image retrieval problem in our experiments. The retrieval results of different methods are reported in Table 3 . We can observe from this table that the proposed method outperforms the other methods over all the three data sets. 
Conclusion and future works
In this paper, we proposed a novel image tag completion method. This method is based on the CNN model. We use the CNN model to represent the image, and then predict the complete image tags from the CNN representations. The complete tag assignment score vectors are also regularized by the visual similarities calculated from the CNN representations. We develop an iterative algorithm to learn the parameters of the CNN model, the linear predictive model, and the complete tags. The experiments of the problems of image annotation and image retrieval based on image tag completion over three benchmark data sets show the advantage of the proposed method. In the future, we will extend our work of CNN model to other machine learning problems beside image tag completion, such as computer vision [16, 5, 30, 40, 22, 38, 39] , material engineering [32, 33] , portfolio choices [26, 25, 27, 24, 28] , and biomedical engineering [4, 3, 2, 1, 21, 13, 10, 23, 12, 31, 29, 9] .
